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Tiger Trust believes in “Inspiring people to care for wildlife...Naturally!”
The main objective of Tiger Trust is to extend and strengthen the hands of
statutory protectors to fight the menace of poaching and protecting, as well as
wildlife conservation, particularly the Big Cats―Tigers. This has to be
accomplished by extending a better capacity building program and efforts to
improve the management and monitoring of investigation and implementation of
laws for successful prosecution. To address this critical need for protection, Tiger
Trust believes in sharing and taking the support of all stakeholders in the regime of
protection.
I reiterate my appeal globally to join us in this noble cause which has been the
foremost mission for the last 30 years.

ANJANA GOSAIN
Chief Functionary Officer
Tiger Trust
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The Review and Reappraisal of Pending Wildlife Cases – Capacity Building
Program was organized with the active support of Rajasthan Forest Department.
Tiger Trust acknowledges the contribution and support extended by:

•

Mr. N.K.Vasu, Head of Forests and PCCF, Kaziranga National Park

•

Mr. D.P. Bankhwal, Chief Wildlife Warden, Kaziranga National Park

•

Mr. D.D.Gogoi, Conservator of Forest (SFM)

•

Ms. Anjana Gosain, Chief Functionary Officer, Tiger Trust

•

Mr. Pradeep Desodya, Resource Person, Tiger Trust

•

Ms. Shalini Nair, Coordinator, Tiger Trust

•

Mr. Baldev Singh Mahar and all the participants

Tiger Trust
Email: tigertrustindia@gmail.com
Website: www.tigertrustindia.org
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A two-day Legal Training Program on Wildlife Crime for the Forest Department
of the Government of Assam was conducted by Tiger Trust, India in collaboration
with the Forest Department of Assam. This program was attended by forest
officers from many forest divisions namely, Kaziranga, Manas, Dibrugarh,
Dhanisiri, Kokrajhar Wildlife, Mangaldoi Wildlife, Guwahati Wildlife, Nagaon
Wildlife, Dima Hasao East Division and West Division. The program was attended
by Deputy Forest Officers, Deputy Conservator of Forests and Forest Guards. A
total of 38 participants (both senior officials and forest guards) attended the 2 day
program which was conducted by Ms. Anjana Gosain (Chief Functionary Officer,
Tiger Trust), Mr. Pradeep Desodya (Faculty, Tiger Trust). The venue of the
program was Convention Centre, Kaziranga National Park, Assam.
This program was conducted as a capacity building program conducted in 2014
wherein legal training was imparted to the officials from the forest department.
The vision of the training was to work upon the pending cases of all divisions. The
previous legal trainings were to equip the officers in tackling the wildlife crimes
successfully. The present training was conducted as a tool to aid the forest officials
in the difficulties faced by them in their ongoing cases.
The 2 day workshop consisted of theory and discussion on the pending cases in
various divisions of Assam. The theory with respect to the Wildlife Protection Act,
1972, Indian Penal Code and Indian Evidence Act was imparted by the resource
persons, Ms. Anjana Gosain and Mr. Pradeep Desodya.
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The purpose of this workshop was to impart knowledge to the forest
officials on the latest position of law and to be a guiding force in the
different pending cases to result in successful prosecution.
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The training under the program was organized at Convention Centre, Kaziranga
National Park, Assam from May 11th-12th, 2018. This workshop specifically aimed
at creating proactive forest guards and senior officials (divisional forest officers,
assistant conservators of forests, range officers, and foresters) in wildlife
conservation. The forest guards and senior forest officials from Kaziranga, Manas,
Dibrugarh, Dhanisiri, Kokrajhar Wildlife, Mangaldoi Wildlife, Guwahati Wildlife,
Nagaon Wildlife, Dima Hasao East Division and West Division forest divisions
attended the 2 day program for improving their crime investigating skills in the
forest crimes. This program included both the theoretical, as well as interaction on
the pending cases and how best to tackle them for successful prosecution of
wildlife crimes.
The main focus of this workshop was to equip the officials with adequate
preparation in order to avoid deficiencies/errors in detection, investigation, and
preparation for court proceedings, collection of evidence, and filing of proper case
in the court of law.
Kaziranga National Park is a national park in the Golaghat and Nagaon districts of
the state of Assam, India. The sanctuary, which hosts two-thirds of the world's
great one-horned rhinoceroses, is a World Heritage Site. According to the census
held in March 2018 which was jointly conducted by the Forest Department of the
Government of Assam and some recognized wildlife NGOs, the rhino population
in Kaziranga National Park is 2,413. It comprises 1,641 adult rhinos; 387 subadults; and 385 cubs. In 2015, the rhino population stood at 2401. Kaziranga is
home to the highest density of tigers among protected areas in the world, and was
declared a Tiger Reserve in 2006 (now the highest tiger density is in Orang
5

National Park, Assam). The park is home to large breeding populations of
elephants, wild water buffalo, and swamp deer. Kaziranga is recognized as
an Important Bird Area by BirdLife International for conservation of avifaunal
species. When compared with other protected areas in India, Kaziranga has
achieved notable success in wildlife conservation. Located on the edge of the
Eastern Himalaya biodiversity hotspot, the park combines high species diversity
and visibility.
Kaziranga is a vast expanse of tall elephant grass, marshland, and dense tropical
moist broadleaf forests, criss-crossed by four major rivers, including the
Brahmaputra, and the park includes numerous small bodies of water.
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The foundation stone of the project was laid down when the CFO, Ms. Anjana
Gosain contacted Mr. N.K.Vasu, Head of Forest and Principal Chief Conservator
of Forest, Kaziranga and put forward the proposal of conducting a 2 day
workshop on ‘Review and Reappraisal of Pending Wildlife Cases’. Subsequently,
the dates of the project were discussed and confirmed. Mr. D.D.Gogoi,
Conservator of Forest (SFM), was appointed as the Nodal Officer to be the point
of contact to help coordinate the preparations between all the participants and the
Trust. With his help, the Trust was able to successfully receive details of the DFOs
and the pending cases in the participating divisions. On behalf of the Trust, Ms.
Shalini Nair was appointed as the coordinator who contacted the DFOs to apprise
them of the upcoming program and encouraged them to send details of pending
cases. All the preliminary preparations were done which included drawing up of
the training Module. The Module was discussed and finalised with inputs from Mr.
Vasu. Thereafter, Mr. Gogoi confirmed and communicated the number and list of
participants from different divisions. The data on the pending cases was shared
along with other relevant information shared. The Forest Department organized
the entire project. However, Tiger Trust took care of the travel and
accommodation of the resource persons and part of the resource materials i.e. the
list of judgements in CDs etc.
The primary goals and objectives of the capacity building program are:
Goals: To create a replicable model of an empowered workforce of forest guards
through legal training awareness in combating wildlife crimes and reducing the
cases of man-animal conflict in and around tiger reserves for better conservation
of the habitat.
7

Objectives: To train forest staff with legal knowledge and skills for pre and
post crime investigation, intelligence networking, and developing clear
communication skills for working with the community on behalf of the forest
department.

The main purpose of the training was to ensure that the trainees (forest officials)
understand the various procedures covering the mode and conduct of effective onthe-spot investigations. Easily understandable visual presentations, discussions,
case studies, training manuals and books were the tools used by the faculties.
The medium of instruction was Hindi and English. The resource material provided
was in English. Instructors sought active participation from each participant and
made the sessions as interactive as possible.
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The following resource material was provided to all the participants:
•

Training Manual that includes important legal provisions under the

Constitution of India, the Indian Forest Act, the Wildlife Protection Act, the Code
of Criminal Procedure, the Indian Evidence Act, and important points to be
remembered while filling form/memo.
•

Compilation of judgements in a CD

•

Feedback Form
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ANJANA GOSAIN
A Senior Attorney at the Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India and an eminent environmentalist is the chief
functionary officer, resource person, and an efficient
faculty at the Tiger Trust. She has been associated with
the Trust for over 30 years. She is responsible for all
the training programs organized by the Trust and it is her passion to do so. Ms.
Gosain has an extensive experience in organizing such programs. Ms. Gosain
leads, guides, coordinates, and develops works of various types like training and
module planning, preparing training manuals, motivating the trainees/participants,
organizing faculties for the training, etc. She is the author of ‘Compilation of Cases
under the Wildlife Protection Act (1972)’ and ‘Ready Reckoner for Successful
Prosecution of Wildlife Criminals’.

PRADEEP DESODYA
An attorney by profession, Mr. Desodya is a trial lawyer and a
resource person at Tiger Trust. He has been associated with
the Trust for the past 10 years. His area of expertise is criminal
law, particularly Indian Penal Code, Code of Criminal
Procedure and Indian Evidence Act. He has been part of
multiple training programs with the Trust.
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Day one of the program began with registration of participants at 10.30 am. The
participants on day one were from the following wildlife divisions:
Kaziranga National Park
Manas National Park
Dibrugarh
Dhanisiri
Kokrajhar Wildlife
Mangaldoi Wildlife
Guwahati Wildlife
Nagaon Wildlife
Dima Hasao East Division
Dima Hasao West Division
Orang National Park
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There were a total of 34 participants ranging from Divisional Forest Officers to
Forest Guards and Rangers. Some of the participants had previously attended
Tiger Trust’s legal capacity building programs. Ms. Anjana Gosain gave an
introduction of Tiger Trust to the participants present. She illustrated how Tiger
Trust has been closely working with the Forest Departments all over India to equip
the forest officers in the law and to enable successful prosecution. She also spoke
of the importance of the present training in tackling wildlife cases for successful
prosecution and to reduce the pendency of cases.
Ms. Gosain also explained the vision of Padma Shri and Tiger man Late Shri
Kailash Sankhala for the protection of tigers and their habitats in India. Late Shri
Kailash Sankhala, the founder of Tiger Trust, could see that the tigers were nearing
extinction and worked tirelessly for their conservation. He founded the Trust in
1989, with the vision of conserving the wild flora and fauna. Ms. Gosain presented
a brief appraisal of the training program, and explained the need for this capacity
building program and its basic objectives. She began with a note of appreciation to
the Assam Forest Department and especially Mr. N.K.Vasu for his immense
support, interest and encouragement. She introduced the participants to the nature
of the training modules which were based on feedback and suggestions made by
the senior forest officers from the department. Special efforts were made by the
module committee of Tiger Trust to design the program. The program comprised
case studies, handouts and a training manual. She thanked the participants and
senior officials for attending the training workshop and wished them luck for the
training.
She informed the officials that successful convictions are decided upon a complete
trial, therefore it is imperative to conduct professional investigation along with
other measures. Explaining each important provision in detail, of particular
relevance, as she stressed was awareness of the laws, their applicability and proper
12

enforcement. This she informed, is necessary, to ensure that the Court takes
note of the application and puts it up for hearing. She offered suggestions to
the forest officers on effective techniques of on the spot investigation, which is the
most crucial part of the entire exercise of seeking convictions for criminal offences,
including seizure of documents, tools etc., receiving and recording evidence, crossexamination of the poachers, statement of confessions and on many other relevant
aspects of investigations.
The session ended with a vote of thanks by Mr. Desodya for providing the support
in organizing the event.
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Legal Provisions for detection and investigation of a
wildlife crime
SESSION 1: WILD LIFE (PROTECTION) ACT, 1972
The session was commenced by Ms.Anjana Gosain who encouraged the
participants to introduce themselves by name, designation, and division. This effort
put the participants at ease. She gave a brief background on history of legislature
on wildlife laws commencing from the history of independent India.
She further enquired from the participants about how the Wildlife Protection Act,
1972 came into existence. She then explained that in the year 1971, the then Prime
Minister, Mrs Indira Gandhi started the Project Tiger for the preservation of tigers
and the said Act was introduced. She further clarified that an Act is divided into
three parts: definitions (paribhasha), sections (pravadhan), and rules (niyam). She
elaborated that the term “definition” means terms used in the Act. To understand
the meaning of an expression in the act, definitions of acts are referred to. Rules
are ancillary to the Act and are for furtherance of the provisions of the Act.
In the Wildlife Protection Act, animals are classified in schedules on the basis of
rate of their survival and presence in natural habitat. The names of animals are
given in schedules 1 to 4, and in case of violation of the provisions of the act there
are different penalties provided. She laid emphasis on the important provisions
mentioned in the Wildlife Protection Act 1972 and started with Section
2―definitions like ayudh (armunation) and tried to link these terms to
investigations (jach). She explained that weapons used for committing wildlife
crimes are used in investigation.
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She further discussed about the 2009 Assam State Amendment in the Wildlife
Protection Act in Section 51 of the Act whereby the punishment of imprisonment
for hunting has been increased to 7-10 years instead of 3-7 years.
Ms Anjana then explained Section 2(16) which defines “hunting.” The definition
has two important two different acts, but if any attempt is made to kill or poison,
the word “and” would cojoin it. Since killing or poisoning and every attempt to do
so has to be read together, hence these two words are very important to be
understood in the said situation.
Ms Gosain then explained Section 11 of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. She
stated that under certain situations killing or hunting of wild animals is permitted
by law. Situations like when a leopard or tiger become a man-eater, the said animal
can be killed by the forest department with the prior permission of the chief
wildlife warden of the forest department. Similarly, if an animal multiplies very fast
and destroys the fields of the villagers, then the animal can be hunted and killed,
but with the permission from the competent authority.
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Ms Anjana informed the participants that at present there are 103 national
parks (rashtriyaudhyan) and 526 wildlife sanctuaries in India.
Section 27 deals with restriction on entry in sanctuary, meaning thereby if any
offence occurs in the National Park then the entry of the person has to be checked
as only under few circumstances the persons is allow to enter the sanctuary.
At this point, a question was raised by one of the forest officers.
Q. What is the difference between detention and arrest?
Ans. A period of detention can only last upto 24 hours and in case the officer
feels that further interrogation is required, then the person must be
produced before a Magistrate and put into custody. Arrest is when a person
is charged with a crime.
Ms.Anjana stated that under Section 50, the term “notwithstanding” is used as a
non-obstante clause which means that despite other acts and laws, the Wildlife
Protection Act prevails. She clarified that under Section 50, the director or any
other officer authorized by him/her or the chief wildlife warden or any forest
officer or police officer not below the rank of a sub-inspector may require the
accused to produce any captive animal, animal article, meat or any license, permit,
document or any vehicle or vessel, trap, tool, etc, in his/her custody, control, or
possession and the said officer may arrest the accused without a warrant and detain
him/her. Thus, if any person informs a forest officer about a dead deer then based
on his/her information an investigation is conducted by the forest department.
During investigation the witness may be called to record a statement. If the witness
fails to appear for recording the statement despite several reminders, then the
forest officer can arrest such a witness to complete the investigation. The range
officer will approach the assistant conservator of forest who will issue a
notice/summon and serve it twice; and if the accused still doesn’t appear then the
officer follows the procedure of arresting. Similarly, under Section 50, the range
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officer has the power to arrest an offender who threatens the complainant.
Thus, as per the provisions of Section 50 of the Wildlife Protection Act
1972, a range officer (or above) can be an investigating officer too. Ms Gosain
made the participants realize their statutory powers and stated that a police officer
can raid only after a warrant is issued, but the forest officials can raid without a
warrant. She further stated that if an accused misleads in an enquiry then the
investigating officer can ask the accused to appear again and if the accused doesn’t
appear then the investigating officer can force him/her to answer [Section 50(5)].
Under Section 50(8) any officer not below the rank of assistant conservator of
forests can issue warrants, enforce the attendance of witnesses, compel the
discovery and production of documents and material objects, and receive and
record evidence for the purpose of conducting investigation. Ms. Gosain explained
that when a case is filed, the provisions of Section 9 are applied. Ms. Anjana stated
that prior to the enactment of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 the provisions of
the Indian Penal Code, 1960 were applied (Sections 428 and 429) to the crime of
hunting lions, tigers, elephants, etc, and a fine of Rs 50 and punishment of 2 years
was prescribed. Hunting was not prohibited till 1970. It was also explained that
since the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 is a special Act the forest officers are
special officers under this Act. She clarified that the police officers are not
“special” as the Indian Penal Code is not a special Act.
After explaining the provision of Section 50, Ms. Gosain called for volunteers to
demonstrate exactly how such a situation is to be handled in reality. Two of the
Forestors did a role play enacting a scene of an official asking questions to a
villager and the villager evading the questions. The proper manner in questioning
was explained and the next steps to be taken were also demonstrated like taking
the villager for questioning etc.
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After this short role play, Ms. Gosain further questioned the participants on what
all should a patrolling unit be carrying with them at all times. Some of the items are
as follows:
Ziplock

(For

collecting

Paper

evidence)

Camera

Torch
Pen
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Summarizing the above provisions, Ms.Anjana stated that forest guards have
the powers to raid, arrest, etc, but under the act they are not authorized to
investigate. She explained this to the participants using a hypothetical situation.
Forest guards have the power to arrest even the chief conservator of the forest if
the officer is suspected of killing any wild animal.

She concluded the session by emphasizing that the art of successful
protection is based on the following factors:
• Prompt detection of crime;
• Proper timely investigation of crime;
• Filling up appropriately the forms required for submissions of filing of the
case;
• Proper deposition as witness; and
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• Last but not the least being honest and alert in duties while
performing the earlier mentioned acts for effective implementation of
law.
Another question was posed at this juncture.
Q. What is the difference between seizure and confiscation?
Ans. Both are taking over possession of goods which are under suspicion.
However, the difference lies in ownership of the goods. In the case of
seizure, the ownership of goods transfers to the seizing authority. However,
in the case of confiscation, the ownership of goods remain with the person
from the goods were confiscated.
The trainees were informed that these powers is use correctly are immense and a
very effective for successful prosecution. However, despite such powers the rate of

conviction is very law due to poor skills and investigations. They were informed
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that emphasis of training would be based upon the documentation and
solving of actual registered cases in certain areas in the workshop.
It was also explained that the power of confession in terms of the above provision
was very effective, if the accused is explained and handled properly at the time of
confession. If the confession is recorded without coercion and force then the same
is admitted in evidence in terms of Section 27 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1973.
Section 27 of Indian Evidence Act, which is as follows:Confession to Police
Officer not to be
proved. --No confession made
to a police officer shall
be proved as against a
person accused of any
offence.
In view of the above
provision if any confession is made before a Forest Officer then the same can be
proved against him unlike the police officer because he has to powers as a Special
Officer under the Wild Life Protection Act, 1972.
Hence, it is very important to seek a confession from the detained accused at the
time of interrogation, investigation and or implementation.
The session was well received and lot of queries were raised which were
encouraged to be asked at the time of interactive session.
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POST LUNCH SESSION – DAY 1
SESSION 2: CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 1973 AND INDIAN
EVIDENCE ACT, 1872
Co-facilitating the session, Sh. Pradeep Desodya focused on the relevant
provisions of the Indian Criminal Procedure Act and the Indian Evidence Act as
regards its applicability to various aspects of crime related to wildlife offences. His
session was an in depth analysis of Sec 51 (A) of the WPA in consonance with the
various provisions that were outlined in the Indian Evidence Act. Lamenting that
nearly 70 % of the cases which come up for hearing are dismissed by the Court as
‘not proved’, solely because of lack of proper presentation of the evidence at hand.
It is this context as Mr. Desodya highlighted, arises a pressing need of removing
this serious loophole in the implementation of wildlife laws. Aimed at acquainting
the participants with legal terminology, he defined and explained specific clauses to
be adhered to while filing a complaint and framing charges. His session was aimed
at accustoming the participants to various sections of the IPC (Indian Penal Code)
and with various legal nomenclatures as apprising the participants of the legal
meaning of terms as: Mr. Desodya also emphasized on the definition clauses,
which are extremely important under the Act. He stressed on the following terms:
i) Court
ii) Fact
iii) Relevant
iv) Facts in issue
v) Document
vi) Evidence
vii) Proved
viii)

Disproved /Not Proved

He mentioned the important stages in the preparation of a case by the Prosecution.
This, as he notified made it extremely important for the forest officers to be aware
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and updated on legal terminologies and their application, as there are various
types of complaint cases that deal with either precharged or post charged
evidence. Explaining the relevant

provisions of the Indian Evidence Act in consonance with the various provisions
of the Wildlife Protection Act as Section 50 of WPA; Article 39;39(A);Article
50(3)(A); Section 50 of CrPC; Section 154 of CrPC; Section 49 of CrPC;
Section 57 of CrPC; Section 362 of CrPC; Section 190 of CrPC; Section 250 of
CrPC etc. Explaining the role of the officer on duty, of the investigating officer,
his responsibilities and powers, appreciation of the evidence and the techniques of
collecting evidence, seizing documents, vehicle etc. and most important of all
presenting the evidence formed important components of his session. The
accurate and proper presentation of evidence and arming the case with relevant
facts is a must, he reiterated and proceeded on to elaborate certain relevant
24

sections of the Cr.PC (Criminal Procedure Code). The forest officers are
required to be aware of laws and the action to be pursued within the ambit
of the powers granted to the forest officers by the law for framing charges against
the accused, ensuring that he pleads guilty and the violator is properly booked
under the relevant sections and can be effectively prosecuted in a Court of Law, he
explained.
Mr. Desodya also focused on the importance of understanding the psychology of
the offender. The finer details of confessions and their procedures were explained
to be recorded by the designated officer, in terms of the various legal
pronouncements laid down. The other provisions which were explained in detail
were with regard to documentary evidence and secondary evidence. The
requirement of documentary evidence and how it is to be proved was also
explained. He stressed on the relevance of proper documentation, which would
ensure protection to the enforcement officers while securing significant terms of
imprisonment and fines for the violators. The entire deficiency in securing
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effective convictions could be handled with ease as he pointed out, by
following the procedures and guidelines as prescribed by the Court of Law.
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Division: Kaziranga

On 08.11.2017, poaching of a rhino was done close to a camp, however, no
gunshots were heard. The carcass of the rhino with its horn missing was found the
next day. During investigation, the cartridge was found and a FIR was lodged.
After proper investigation, the poacher was caught and after interrogation, he
confessed to the crime. The final report has not been filed yet since they found
more suspects.
The problem in this investigation is that there were no witnesses at the time of
confession. It is of utmost importance that there are witnesses present when the
confession is being written and their signatures on the confession sheet is essential.
At this point, Mr. Desodya gave a short talk on the topic of confession, its
admissibility in law under Indian Evidence Act and Code of Criminal Procedure.
He went on to explain the various provisions of arrest, seizure, chief examination
and cross examination under the Code of Criminal Procedure.
At this point, Ms. Gosain suggested that a role play on cross-examination of an IO
be done to coach the forest officials on how to be prepared in Court and not to
feel pressured or stress because of the questions posed by the advocates.
SESSION 3: EVENING SESSION
Once the sessions were completed, the Head of Forests, Mr. Vasu had a session
with all the participants along with the Chief Wildlife Warden, Mr. D.P.Bankhwal.
Mr. Vasu interacted with all the participants sharing his personal knowledge and
experience in the field and in the courtrooms. He expressed the need for a
strengthened forest department to ensure successful prosecution of poachers in
27

wildlife offences. He enquired from all the participants on the updates from
their respective divisions. His talk was inspiring and full of conviction and
strength.
He spoke of the need for regular training sessions which keep the officers updated
and equip them for real scenarios. His plea at the end of the session to the officers
was to be curious and keep learning something new every day. At the conclusion,
he thanked Tiger Trust who had taken out their time to interact with the officers
and impart some practical training on the present law.
Mr. Bankhwal also interacted with the participants and shared his experience in the
Forest Department and encouraged the participants to work hard and learn from
this training workshop.
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Day 2 of the Training Program began at 10.30 am with the discussion of pending
cases being the primary focus.
Division: Orang
On 04.09.2016, an attempt to kill a rhino was thwarted by a joint operation
of police and the forest department after receiving a tip. Ammo and
ammunition was seized from the accused’s house. The police registered a
case under the Arms Act against the accused. Arrest Memo and Statement
of the Accused was recorded by the ACF on 09.09.2016 and the accused
was produced before the CJM on 10.09.2016. Accused has confessed to the
crime.
The problem in this investigation as that no reference of the case was
written on the statement of the accused. There were no statements of the
witnesses recorded.
On 09.01.2011, a camera trap installed for capturing photographs of tigers
captured a photograph of three men carrying arms. On 9.01.2011, a rhino
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was killed by a poacher 300 meters from the camera location.
Photographic evidence proved that the accused entered the protected area
on 05.01.2011 at 1.31 am. DFO had put up the photographs in public places
to help capture the accused. Two persons surrendered before the police
station with their rifles on 03.02.2011. On 04.02.2011, the police handed
over the accused to the forest department.
During interrogation, two poachers confessed to the crime. The accused
have been convicted and sentenced for imprisonment for 3 years.
Division: Manas
ORNO-PB/07 of 2017 dated 14.07.2017 u/s 9, 27, 29, 31, 44, 49B, 51(ii), of
WPA R/W Section 7(a), and 25 of Arms Act was registered. But no
Ballistics Report.
The complaint was filed for killing of a Tiger. Also, for illegal possession of
tiger article.
The accused were aiming to sell the tiger skin. After interrogation, the
accused confessed. Found tiger skin, bones. Range Officer arrested the
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accused. The accused was the dealer and trader of the articles. Upon
investigation, another 5 persons who were poaching tiger were
apprehended and arrested. They were found inside the park. Final Report
filed and the case is now pending in court.
Division: Mangaldoi
7 people in bikes carrying wild animals. Police detained them and seized the
animal. “Gecko” Schedule 4, Serial No.15. 5 mobile phones seized. Went to
court (CJM). Call details taken out and found out about the network
between the accused and found the head. 2 bikes were also seized. There is a
c
o
n
f
e
s
s
i
o
n
.
C
o
n
f
confession statement read and found to be in order with all signatures and
date.
They were in jail but now out on bail.
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After discussion on the pending cases, Ms. Gosain called upon all the officers to
one by one demonstrate how to make a proper site plan and how to properly fill
up the Arrest Memo and Seizure Memo. She called upon the women forest guards
first to the board to make the site plan and the seizure memo.
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After the session on the discussion of pending cases, various landmark case laws
were discussed with the group ranging from the Hon’ble Supreme Court to various
High Courts in India. Some of them included topics regarding to search and
seizure of vehicles and releasing them on supardari. One of the important
judgements discussed was Abhishek vs State of Karnataka wherein, it was held that
Section 9, Wildlife Protection Act is applicable in case of accident cases.
One of the questions also raised was on how to deal with cases when women are
put forward to prevent the men from being arrested or questioned. In such cases,
male forest guards are not allowed to touch or arrest the women. Ms. Anjana
answered this question and stated that when officers rush to the scene of crime,
women forest guards must be always be part of the group.
1. Abhishek vs State of Karnataka Crl Petition No. 3504/2011 (Decided on
22.07.2011) (Karnataka High Court)
When expression or a word is defined in a statute, strict meaning should be given
to such words. Section 9 of the Act prohibits any person from hunting any animal.
The panther which was killed in the present case was a wild animal. Though, killing
was in a road accident, still it would fall within definition of hunting under Section
2(16) of the Act. This was not a case which warranted quashing of proceeding at
threshold.
2. Ayyub vs State of Rajasthan 2003 CriLJ 2954
Forest Officers under sub-section (3A) of Section 50 have got power to give on
‘Supardagi’ only captive animal or wild animal and not the vehicle. When any
vehicle seized on the allegation that it was used for committing a forest offence,
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the same shall not normally be returned to a party till the culmination of all
proceedings. If for any exceptional reasons, a Court is inclined to release the
vehicle during such pendency, furnishing a bank guarantee should be the minimum
condition.
3. Babu lal and Anr. vs The State and Ors 1982 Cri LJ 41
Whether appellants liable to conviction under Section 58 WPA
Facts revealed trophy recovered from a factory premises and at the time of
recover, the entire factory premises containing incriminating trophy were in
possession, custody and control of firm.
Held: the article recovered from premises belonging to a firm is deemed to be in
possession of firm and as such every person in charge of and responsible for
conduct of business liable to prosecution.
4. Benoy Varghese vs Deputy Ranger 2013 (3) KLJ 576
Where on the same set of facts, offences under the Indian Penal Code and the
Wildlife (protection) Act are made out, there is no bar in the police registering the
crime for the offences disclosed and then sending a report to the forest officials
concerned to proceed against the offender for the offences under the Wildlife
(Protection) Act- The fact that cognizance of the offence under the Wildlife
(protection) Act can be taken only on a complaint filed by the forest officials is no
bar for the police in registering the crime involving the offence under the Indian
Penal Code.
5. Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation vs Field Director (Project Tiger)
and Conservator of Forests AIR 2000 Mad 163
Chief Wildlife Warden or officers authorized by him are empowered to impose
such reasonable restriction and condition in matter of entry and use of road in
sanctuary taking into consideration security of wild animals and preservation of
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sanctuary. Therefore, restrictions imposed to achieve above object cannot be
complained as arbitrary and unreasonable.
6. Cottage Industries Exposition Ltd. and Anr. vs UOI 2007 (122) ECC 7
Facts
M/s Istihaq &Co. supplied some shawls to Petitioner. Petitioner No.2 made
arrangement for export of consignment containing shawls, scarf and kimonos. The
Custom Authorities on inspection of the export material objected on export of
some shawls suspecting them to be Shahtoosh shawls and detained the shawls.
Whether the the phrase “animal article” excludes animal hair.
Held, as per provisions of the Act, ‘hair’ forms part of the animal ‘Chiru’- Any
person found t be carrying on trade or dealing in Shahtoosh was liable to be
proceeded under the Act as Shahtoosh is made from ‘hair’ which is a derivative of
animal ‘Chiru’, which falls under the definition of scheduled animal article.
7. Samir Mathur vs State of Andhra Pradesh AIR 2003 AP 321
Writ Petitioner challenged action of respondent authority in seizing tiger skin after
he made declaration under Section 40 of the Act. No notice was given to the
petitioner before inspection and seizure of tiger skin. Held, respondents not
justified in seizing tiger skin after declaration has been made.
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The trainees were unanimous that they had been much benefited by the case
discussions and exposure to the field training. The participants received lessons on
wildlife crime enforcement and prevention, including those relating to forensics,
good qualities of an investigating officer, proper paperwork procedures, and mock
case drills. In fact, Ms Gosain was appreciative of the proactivity of the officers
present and acknowledged that it had been a great learning experience for the
faculty as well. The feedback received from the participants is always an indicator
of the level of confidence that the programs conducted by Tiger Trust have been
successful in allaying apprehensions and empowering the staff with requisite
knowledge and skills. The participants, on their part, indicated that such skill
upgradation training workshops are a must if the department is keen on an
effective forest force for combating crime and preservation of wildlife.
PARTICIPANT RESPONSES
The feedback forms designed by the faculty provide a complete unbiased and

3 New Things Learnt

Section 65B, Evidence
Act
S. 82 CrPC
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uninfluenced response of the trainees to the training attended by them. The
method is by judging the performance on the basis of questions, interaction,
and their participation in the module. The trainees were very attentive, patient and

inquisitive, and wanted to learn all the aspects of a trial. The faculty of the
Tiger Trust made it a point to have as many interactive sessions which were based
on questions and answers. After having gone through the feedback and attending
the training, it was apparent that they had not been exposed to such intricate
details on crucial Acts, like the Criminal Procedure Code, Indian Evidence Act,
and above all the tips for field investigation, analysis of evidence, and preparation
of cases. The most important impact was the feel good factor about their own
powers of investigations and even detention. However, it dawned gradually on
them that the powers are not only reproduced on paper, but are effectively
enforceable. They appreciated the minute mistakes that could lead to disastrous
results. One-to-one interaction with the participants enabled the trainees to put
questions to the faculty. The training had a tremendous impact on them that the
forest department was taking care to update their skills and knowledge for which
they are mainly employed. The overall impact has been of gaining knowledge,
clarifications, interest in prosecution, and expecting more such exercise of training
in future, which is very encouraging.
RECOMMENDATIONS
After detailed discussion with the participants, several recommendations were
made jointly by the participants and Tiger Trust. The following were suggested:
There should be a district level program with officers from the judiciary like
the District Magistrate, officers from the police department and officers
from the government. Such a program is required to deter the poachers and
to send a message that the state administration is taking a serious view
against poachers and poaching. More women guards should be present to
participate in the workshop
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There should be more participants from other divisions.
Such workshops must take place on a regular basis to keep the
continuity
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•
List of e-mails and invitation letters sent (part of the preliminary
preparations)
•

List of participants

•

Feedback Forms

•

Photo Gallery
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
S.NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

PARTICIPANT

DIVISION

Naba Kr. Malakar

DCF, Manas

Abbas Ali Dewa

ACF, Manas

Biraj Barman

Forest Ranger, Manas

M. Hazarika

Forestor-1, Dhansiri

Bijoya Nanda Bhobora

Forest Ranger, Dhansiri

Bimal Ch. Nursery

Forestor-1, Kokrajhar Wildlife

Chandra Sangma

Forestor-1, Kokrajhar Wildlife

Prabal Pritam Deori

Forestor-1, Magaldoi Wildlife

Chakrapani Ray

Forest Ranger, Magaldoi Wildlife

Rohini Kr. Das

ACF, Guwahati Wildlife

Jayanta Kr. Goswami

Forest Ranger, Guwahati Wildlife

K.S. Deka Raja

ACF, Nagaon Wildlife

J.C. Mandal

Forest Ranger, Nagaon Wildlife
Forest Ranger, Dima Hasao East
Division, Halflong
Forest Ranger, Dima Hasao East
Division, Halflong
Forest Ranger, Dima Hasao West
Division, Halflong

Montu Thaosen
Maikal Langthasa
W.S.U. Bodo
Dilip Kr. Das

W.A.W.L. Division

Amit Kr.

Forestor 1, W.A.W.L. Division
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Umesh Pathale

Forestor 1, Sivasagar Division

Dhamiram

Forestor, Karanglong East

R.S. Saikla

DCF, DFO, EAWL

Bhaskar Jyoti Buragohain

ACF, KNP, EAWL

Arun Vignesh

ACF, KNP, EAWL

Khagesh Pegu

ACF, KNP, EAWL

Jayanta Das

FRO Kohora, KNP, EAWL

Gunajeet Talukder

FRO Agoratoli, KNP, EAWL

Bharat Goswami

UDA, Director Office, KNP

Pronamika Barua

LDA, DFO Office, KNP, EAWL

Dhoroni Bora

Beat Officer, KNP, EAWL

Bastav Bokrataky

Forestor 1, KNP, EAWL

Biswajit Barmon

KNP, EAWL

Purna Mohella

Dy Ranger, KNP, EAWL

Bishnu Gogoi

Forestor 1, KNP, EAWL

Golap Sonowal

Forestor 1, KNP, EAWL

Tapan Jyoti Gogoi

Forestor 1, KNP, EAWL

Purva Mahalia

Deputy Ranger, KNP, EAWL

Jorges Ahmed

CF, KNP, EAWL
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